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When horizontal wells are completed many changes can occur. During completions, pres-
sure changes take place because of the fluid and proppant injected. One way of monitoring
such changes is through the use of time-lapse seismic data. In Wattenberg Field, located
near Greeley, Colorado, Anadarko Petroleum Corporation (APC) has teamed up with the
Colorado School of Mines Reservoir Characterization Project (RCP) to acquire time-lapse
seismic data over a section of land in which eleven horizontal wells were completed.
The P-wave seismic is of considerable interest since the P-waves are sensitive to pressure
changes in the reservoir. However, the first step is to determine if there are considerable
pressure changes associated with the completions. The net pressures from the completion
reports per stage were studied. The net pressure indicates the creation of hydraulic fractures
and the propagation of those fractures. This thesis hypothesizes that where there is a positive
net pressure, the pressure is building up near the wellbore and a negative net pressure
indicates hydraulic fracture propagation. A pre-stack seismic inversion was done to determine
the P-impedance changes in the time-lapse surveys. The percent difference in P-impedance
volume was observed with the net pressure trend in corresponding reservoir intervals. This
analysis showed that the negative changes in P-impedance correlate with the negative net
pressure. This analysis implies that the formation is being hydraulically fractured and the
fractures are propagating away from the wellbore, so the net pressure is decreasing resulting
in the decrease in P-impedance.
The results of this study allows for integration between the completion parameters and
the time-lapse seismic analysis. This study then provides insight for the stimulated reser-
voir volume, since the seismic anomalies in combination with the completion pressures can
identify areas that were fractured better than others. These areas correspond to negative
net pressures during hydraulic fracturing stimulation.
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The Reservoir Characterization Project (RCP) is an integrated geology, geophysics,
reservoir engineering, and economics consortium that contains industry sponsored research
projects. Phase XV is sponsored by Anadarko Petroleum Corporation (APC) and is ad-
dresses the unconventional play and time-lapse study of the Niobrara and Codell Formations
in the Wattenberg Field.
The Wattenberg Field is ranked by reserves as the fourth largest oil and ninth largest gas
field in the United States (EIA, 2015). The Wattenberg area has estimated resources in the
Niobrara and Codell of 3–4 billion barrels of oil equivalent (BBOE), allowing for continued
development of this field with new technologies and horizontal drilling. It is estimated that
the ultimate life of the field is another 50–100 years. Multi-stage fracture stimulation and
horizontal drilling are crucial in completing the Niobrara and Codell, since they both have
low porosities and low permeabilities (<10% and 0.1 md) (Sonnenberg, 2015).
Wattenberg is located in northeast Colorado in the Denver Basin, as shown in Figure 1.1.
In this figure, the red areas represent gas fields and the green areas represent oil fields. The
Cretaceous Niobrara and Codell Formations have production that started in the 1980’s, with
horizontal drilling starting in 2009. Recent horizontal completions in the Niobrara have an
estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) per well of greater than 300,000 barrels of oil equivalent
(BOE). The completions produce about 100–700 barrels of oil per day (BOPD) and have a
gas oil ratio (GOR) of 500–10,000 cubic feet per barrel (cf/bbl). The kerogen present in the
Niobrara is oil-prone or Type II and is regarded as self sourced (Sonnenberg, 2015). The
Wattenberg Field continues to be a prominent field in North America.
The following information in this chapter will introduce the objectives of this thesis and
how they relate to the objectives of the phase, overview the geologic background and data
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Figure 1.1: Structure contour map of the Top Niobrara. Red areas represent the gas fields
and green areas represent the oil fields (Sonnenberg, 2011).
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available in this project.
1.1 Objectives
The objectives of Phase XV related to the Wattenberg project are:
• To determine how faults and natural fractures affect the reservoir
• To determine the stresses and how the stress state changes over time
• The identification of how heterogeneity influences completions and production
• To optimize drilling and completion design
The goals of this thesis are:
• Can the time-lapse anomalies seen in the post-stack PP seismic be refined with the
pre-stack seismic?
• What do the changes in P-impedance mean with respect to pressure changes?
• Can the time-lapse changes in P-wave amplitudes help determine the stimulated reser-
voir volume?
1.2 Geologic Background
Eastern Colorado, Southeastern Wyoming, and Southwestern Nebraska include the ex-
tent of the Denver Basin (Higley and Cox, 2007). The Western Interior of North America
was occupied by a vast seaway during the Late Cretaceous (Roberts and Kirschbaum, 1995).
So, the Codell member of the Carlile Formation and Niobrara Formation were deposited
in a marine regressive/transgressive setting. The change from the Carlile to the Niobrara
occurred due to a significant increase of water depth (Weimer, 1984). The Niobrara For-
mation consists of the Fort Hays Limestone member and the Smoky Hill Shale member. In
Wattenberg, the Niobrara consists of alternating chalk and marl intervals, 4 chalk units and
3 marl units. The chalks are named A, B, C, and Ft Hays, in descending order, as shown in
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the stratigraphic column in Figure 1.2. In this research area, the A chalk has been eroded
away and is marked by an upper unconformity. They were deposited in the Cretaceous
as deep-water carbonate deposits. The thickness of the Codell ranges from 2.5–5 ft thick
(Sonnenberg, 2015). The Niobrara Formation in Wattenberg Field ranges from 200–400 feet
thick, and the individual benches vary from 50 to 100’s of feet (Matthies, 2014). The B and
C chalks are the target formations within the horizontal drilling of the Niobrara since they
are considered to have higher permeability. The Codell is also a main drilling target in the
Wattenberg Field.
Formed during the Laramide Orogeny, the Denver Basin is a large, asymmetric basin.
Figure 1.3 shows a cross section of the central part of the Denver Basin, showing a steep
west flank and a gentle east flank (Sonnenberg, 2015).
The Niobrara and Codell intervals are overpressured. The overburden and underburden
(Upper Pierre and Muddy (J) Sandstone) are underpressured (Weimer, 1996). This over-
pressuring is partially due to hydrocarbon generation due to the temperature anomaly in
the area, which also influences the oil gravities and GORs (the higher the temperature, the
higher the oil gravity and GOR). The best reservoir quality occurs where the temperature
and pressure anomalies are present (Sonnenberg, 2015).
Compartmentalization occurs due to horst and graben fault structures. The faults are
generally dipping about 45 degrees and are slightly listric. Figure 1.4 shows a representation
of the faults in Wattenberg Field. (Sonnenberg, 2015).
The main study area is the Wishbone section, where 11 horizontal wells were completed.
There are two large grabens intersecting the Wishbone study area through the Niobrara
interval, shown in Figure 1.5. One is oriented approximately east/west and the other is
approximately northeast/southwest. These grabens highly influence the stress field of the
Niobrara and surrounding formations. These faults in Figure 1.5 are represented by the
incoherency attribute. Incoherency uses the surrounding seismic waveforms and calculates
the cross correlation, semblance, and eigenstructure along the dip and azimuth of the reflector
4
Figure 1.2: Stratigraphic column in Wattenberg Field with corresponding pay zones (Son-
nenberg, 2011).
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Figure 1.3: Cross section of the central part of the Denver Basin (modified from Sonnenberg
(2015)).
Figure 1.4: Horst and graben features in the Niobrara and Codell intervals in a sketch based
off a seismic line (Sonnenberg, 2015).
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(Chopra and Marfurt, 2007). The incoherency attribute will be shown in the background
of the majority of the basemap figures representing the Wishbone section throughout this
thesis.
Figure 1.5: Incoherency attribute in base map view of the Wishbone section. The horizontal
wells are also displayed.
Wattenberg Field includes listric normal faults in the Niobrara-Carlile interval that were
created from the movement of a basement fault system. The episodic movement of these
basement faults and listric normal faults create the system of natural fractures in the Codell
and Niobrara (Davis, 1985). Natural fractures play a large role in the hydraulic fracturing
process and recovery of hydrocarbons. These faulting regimes are significant in the role of
natural fractures, but emphasize the heterogeneity of the field.
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1.3 Data Available
In this thesis, the seismic acquired by a vertical source and vertical receiver will be referred
to as PP or P-wave seismic. APC provided a 4-D 9 component (9C) seismic dataset for use,
called the Turkey Shoot. Also provided was a regional 3D 3C merge survey and a smaller
Anatoli 3D 3C survey. The Turkey Shoot was designed to have high fold coverage around
the Wishbone section. A map of the 3 datasets is shown in Figure 1.6. The merge survey
is about 50 square miles, the Anatoli is 10 square miles, the Turkey Shoot is 4 square miles,
and the Wishbone section is 1 square mile.
Figure 1.6: Seismic surveys provided with naming conventions in the Wattenberg Field
(Pitcher, 2015).
There are both vertical and horizontal wells in the Turkey Shoot survey area. The focus of
this study are the 11 horizontal wells drilled and completed in the Wishbone area. The stages
of the wells were completed from toe to heel (from North to South). A cross section schematic
of these wells are shown in Figure 1.7. Seven of the wells are completed in the Niobrara and
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four are completed in the Codell. As shown in this figure, the well spacing varied for testing
purposes. Other parameters that varied were the number of stages, completion fluid volume
and type, proppant volume and type, pressure, and hydraulic fracture technique. Also seen in
Figure 1.7, the 7N, 8C, and 9N were part of a zipper frack. Although the target intervals were
in the B Chalk, C Chalk, and Codell, the path of the wellbores rarely stay in the intended
reservoir interval, which is typical of horizontals in this area due to the faulting. Figure 1.8
is a representative geosteering undulating path for a Niobrara well in the Wishbone. Note
that the wells are not vertical, but dipping slightly. The geosteering software portrays the
faults to be vertical.
Figure 1.7: Cross section schematic of the 11 horizontal wells in the Wishbone Section from
East to West (Pitcher, 2015).
A timeline for the acquisition of the seismic, drilling and completions of the wells, and
the microseismic acquisition is shown in Figure 1.9. The 11 horizontal wells were drilled
9
Figure 1.8: Geosteering path for a Niobrara well in the Wishbone Section.
and horizontal borehole imagery was completed in the first month and the baseline seismic
was acquired starting in the second month. The horizontal borehore imagery was done in
two of the eleven wells, 6N and 2N. In the fourth month, the horizontal wells were then
completed, a tracer study was done, the completion pressures were documented, and the
microseismic was acquired. During the flowback of the western most wells, the first monitor
seismic survey was acquired and that survey was completed in the sixth month. A more
detailed timeline of the seismic acquisition and the horizontal well completions is shown in
Figure 1.10. Production has been ongoing since then, with a second monitor seismic survey
completed about two years after the Wishbone section was drilled.
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Figure 1.9: Timeline of the data acquisition, drilling and completion of the horizontal wells,
and the production from the horizontal wells.
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Figure 1.10: Timeline for the seismic acquisition of the baseline and monitor surveys and




The purpose of the pressure analysis done in this research is to identify a relationship
between the completion pressures to the time-lapse P-impedance changes observed on seismic
data.
Grazulis (2016) analyzed the net pressure plots with respect to Nolte and Smith, where
the slopes of the net pressures can indicate fracture growth laterally or fracture height
growth, assuming a homogeneous reservoir (Nolte and Smith, 1981). This analysis was
correlated with the shear wave splitting, where fracture height growth corresponds to higher
shear wave splitting (Mueller, 2016). However, this thesis analyzes the overall trend of the
net pressures, not the slopes of the net pressure plots. Instead of concluding from Nolte
and Smith’s interpretations of fracture propagation, the positive or negative net pressure
trends are correlated with the seismic time-lapse anomalies, discussed in chapter 4 (Nolte
and Smith, 1981).
For the analysis of the pressure modeling on a larger scale, the incoherency attribute
and the geosteering were incorporated. The incoherency attribute shows faults influencing
and compartmentalizing the reservoir. The geosteering paths were observed to determine in
which lithology each stage was completed, shown in Figure 2.1. Notice the faults as they
can cause pressure compartmentalization.
Pressure modeling is a great benefit to help optimize completion design. The pressure
needed to stimulate a formation can be predicted when integrated with seismic analysis. For
example, if a stage was known to be going into a fault in the Niobrara C bench from the
seismic analysis, a trend determined by the pressure modeling could predict how the pressures
will react and therefore how the stresses will contribute to the completion. This thesis will
start by looking at stages of interest in the Wishbone completions. Stages of interest include
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Figure 2.1: Base map showing the horizontal well stages colored by lithology with incoherency
attribute in background. Lithology per stage was determined by geosteering paths (image
modified from Isabel White).
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those that occurred in the major East-West graben, those that had interesting microseismic
features (linear propagations or extensive clustering of events), those that were unable to be
stimulated due to high wellbore pressures, those that occurred far from any major faulting,
those that occurred near a large amount of natural fractures (determined by Dudley (2015)),
and those that had screen out problems.
Pressure modeling could also be useful for determining refracturing parameters. If it is
seen that the maximum horizontal stress becomes lower than the minimum horizontal stress,
the rotation of the stress field can be used to determine if one should refracture a wellbore.
Evidence of this are dual-azimuth fractures. Dual-azimuth fractures will propagate in the
direction of the newly rotated maximum horizontal stress direction, but once the boundary
of the depleted zone is reached, it will rotate back to the regional maximum horizontal stress
direction (Roussel & Sharma, 2012). If the treatment plots have a certain signature based
on, for example, the lithology it was completed in or the proximity to faults, a prediction
could be made on how to complete the stage when used in the analysis with seismic.
2.1 Theory
Far field stresses and wellbore stresses are important for wellbore stability analysis. Far
field stresses are altered near a wellbore if there was a removal of the rock or due to drilling
fluid substitution when the wellbore is being made. On the other hand, wellbore stresses are
controlled by the mud density and the far field stresses as they exist at the interface between
the mud and the formation. The far field stresses can be expressed by Figure 2.2. σV is
the vertical stress, σH is the maximum horizontal stress, and σh is the minimum horizontal
stress. The hoop stress, or the tangential stress, is the stress that is directed around the
circumference of the wellbore (Economides and Nolte, 2000).
A wellbore commonly experiences both shear failure and tensile failure. Shear failure
occurs when two compressional stresses of significantly different magnitudes act orthogonal
to one another. Tensile failure occurs in the presence of any tensile stress. The shear stress
is shown by Equation 2.1, where τ is the shear stress, σ1 is the maximum horizontal stress,
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Figure 2.2: Fault regimes with associated stress coordinate systems for far field stresses
(Economides and Nolte, 2000).
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σ3 is the minimum horizontal stress, and α is the angle between the the direction of σ1 and




(σ1 − σ3)sin2α (2.1)
If the shear stress is small, the formation may behave elastically. Or, the grains return
to their original position after stress is released. For a larger shear stress, the yield strength
of the formation is exceeded. When this occurs, the grains reorient themselves and do
not return to their original position. Because they are now reoriented, planes of weakness
form. This failure is represented by Figure 2.3. A single plane of failure will occur in
which the weaker of the two planes will dominate the failure process. This will occur when
the maximum compressive stress overcomes the compressive strength, C0, and the angle of
internal friction, φ, as shown in Figure 2.3 (Economides and Nolte, 2000).
Figure 2.3: State of stresses at failure (Economides and Nolte, 2000)
Shear failure will occur in a plane that is dependent of the direction of the two stresses
that have magnitudes that are the greatest in difference. When tensile failure occurs, a failure
perpendicular to the tensile stress is created. A shear and tensile failure occur independently
from one another. (Economides and Nolte, 2000).
Well breakouts form when the magnitudes of the minimum horizontal stress and the
maximum horizontal stress are significantly different in the formations immediately around
the wellbores (Zoback, 2007). Wellbore breakouts were not observed in this study area.
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2.2 Net Pressure
This section includes the analysis of the completion pressures by observing the net pres-
sures in combination with the lithologies determined by geosteering and fracture orientations
determined by image log interpretation. Net pressure is defined as the change in pressure
from the beginning of the completion stage to the end of the completion stage. It represents
the excess fluid pressure in the fracture above the closure pressure (Nolte, 1988). The net
pressure change in the treatment plots can give some indication of the fracture propaga-
tion and the changes occurring within the reservoir. Figure 2.4 shows an example of a net
pressure plot for a single stage in the completion. This particular plot would represent an
increase in the net pressure from the beginning of the stage to the end of the stage. An
analysis of whether the net pressure was increasing, decreasing, or stable for each stage of
the completion was done. Figure 2.5 represents the net pressure change per stage, where red
is a decrease in pressure, green is an increase in pressure, and grey is no change in pressure.
The background of this plot is the incoherence attribute, representing the major faults in the
area. As shown in this figure, the majority of stages show a decrease in pressure, which may
be indicative of fractures propagating more easily away from the wellbore or of the fracture
leaving the intended interval. An increase in pressure may be indicative of the fractures not
propagating as far away from the wellbore or of the fracture staying within the intended
interval (Mark Graeve, personal communication, January 27, 2015). Figure 2.1 showed that
the majority of the wells do not stay in zone, and when comparing Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.5,
many of the changes in net pressure are associated with changes in lithology. So, when there
is a lithology change, there are changes seen in the net pressure.
Another note to make about Figure 2.5 is that there is no obvious correlation between
the change in net pressure around the faults, shown in the incoherence attribute in the
background. It would be expected that the net pressures would change when the stages
are close to a fault, in a fault, or far away from a fault. However, in this case there is no
obvious difference. More in depth analysis can be done in terms of how much the pressure
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Figure 2.4: Example of a net pressure plot for the duration of a single completion stage.
is decreasing or increasing, and whether it depends on the formation that the stage was
completed in. On the other hand, around the major faults, changes occur in net pressure.
For example, the wells 11N and 10C intersect the northeast/southwest trending fault in
the northwest of the field. For these two wells, the net pressure is relatively consistent in
the entire well except for when they intersect this fault. Well 11N’s net pressure differs
from negative to positive and well 10C’s net pressure differs from positive to no change
around the fault. Also note that well 11N is completed in the Niobrara B Chalk and well
10C is completed in the Codell. Because they are completed in different intervals, that is
likely why the net pressures are consistently different (11N is mostly negative and 10C is
mostly positive). But because the net pressures are changing around the fault, that may be
indicative of how the fractures are propagating. Or, it is more likely representative of the fault
compartmentalization causing pressure compartments due to the changes of lithology in the
fault blocks. This is especially evident when comparing the lithology per stage (Figure 2.1)
to the net pressure per stage (Figure 2.5). An example of the two side by side is shown in
Figure 2.6 for well 3C.
A positive trend in net pressure physically could represent the pressure building up
around the wellbore, which may be indicative of the fractures not propagating away from
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Figure 2.5: Base map of the Wishbone section, where the stages are colored by net pressure
change. The red indicates a decrease in pressure throughout the stage, the green is an
increase in pressure, and grey is no change.
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Figure 2.6: Well 3C’s net pressures per stage (left) compared to the lithology per stage
(right).
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the wellbore. On the other hand, a negative trend in net pressure could represent the ability
of the fractures to propagate away from the wellbore (Nolte, 1988). The implications of this
will be discussed in chapter 4.
2.3 Modeling Tool
Tom Bratton developed a wellbore stability planner tool in Microsoft Excel. This tool
allows to user to test the relationship between formation strength and earth stress inputs to
see a desired wellbore stability output. The model assumes linear elasticity, where positive
numbers represent compressive stresses and negative are tensile stresses. The effective stress
is the difference between the total stress and the pore pressure and is used in the computation
of yield and failure.
The use of this tool in this thesis is to estimate the horizontal stress magnitudes based
on the recorded breakdown pressures for the corresponding stages in each horizontal well.
The calculation of the horizontal stress magnitudes is based on equation 2.2 in combination
with Mohr-Columb failure.
Pb = T + 3SHmin − SHmax − P0 (2.2)
In equation 2.2, Pb is the breakdown pressure, T is the tensile strength of the rock being
fractured, SHmin is the minimum horizontal stress, SHmax is the maximum horizontal stress,
and P0 is the pore pressure. Sometimes the breakdown pressure is not the maxiumum
pressure. In this case, the fractures are initiated by the breakdown pressure, but more
pressure is needed in order to advance the fracture growth (Bell, 2003).
The wellbore stability modeling tool was used to get an idea of the horizontal stress
magnitudes present in the 11 horizontal wells in the Wishbone section. This tool can be
used as a guideline for future modeling work which may include a more robust software that
incorporates more information, such as all horizontal wells and stages, fault/fracture models,
and completion information. However, using this wellbore stability modeling tool is a good
way to get an estimation of the maximum and minimum horizontal stresses. The results of
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which can be seen in Figure 2.7. In this figure, the box on the top are the inputs to the
modeling tool, including the wellbore geometry, formation properties, drilling parameters,
and far field stresses.
The outputs of this tool include a variety of information, but what is of particular interest
in this study is the breakdown pressure and the wellbore breakout plot. The far field stresses
were adjusted, highlighted by the purple box in Figure 2.7 as part of the modeling process
to obtain a breakdown pressure, highlighted by the red box in Figure 2.7. The goal was to
adjust the stresses to get a representative breakdown pressure that was seen in the treatment
plots. As shown in Figure 2.7 in the purple box, the stresses that would provide a breakdown
pressure of about 8500 psi are 6500 psi for the minimum horizontal stress and 6900 psi for the
maximum horizontal stress. These stress magnitudes are very close to one another, adding
to the complexity of identifying this fracture network. The ±3% change in time-lapse P-
impedance anomalies is concluded to be due to a change in pore pressure. This change will
be discussed in the next chapter. White (2015) indicated with fluid substitution modeling
that a 3300 psi increase in pore pressure resulted in a 9% change in P-impedance. A 3%
change would therefore be about 1100 psi. This is a reasonable amount of pressure change,
since the net pressure plots from completion reports show changes of pressure up to 3000
psi, indicative of a hydraulically fractured reservoir.
The modeling results suggest the difference between the minimum and maximum hori-
zontal stresses is only 400 psi. This lack of stress anisotropy could be enough to not allow
for far fracture propagation (Weng et al., 2011). Also, work with the FMI logs found no
indication of borehole breakouts, reinforcing this instance of the borehole modeling. Future
work can be done with more detailed formation properties per stage. For example, if there is
a microseismic trend that is linearly propagating from the wellbore, the formation properties
such as Poisson’s ratio can be adjusted for what formation that stage was completed in.
The breakdown pressure for that specific stage can be used for the modeling constraint to
determine the minimum and maximum horizontal stresses. If there is more stress anisotropy
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Figure 2.7: Results of the wellbore stability modeling tool. The top box are the inputs to
the modeling tool, the bottom box are the outputs, and the diagram below the two is the
wellbore breakout plot. The horizontal stresses are highlighted in the purple box and the
breakdown pressure is highlighted by the red box.
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for that stage compared to one in a clustered microseismic trend, then that gives insight





The main focus is the Wishbone section in the 4D-9C Turkey Shoot seismic dataset.
The sections in this chapter will cover the processing of the PP seismic, amplitude analysis,
azimuthal amplitude analysis, pre-stack inversion methodology, and inversion results.
3.1 Processing
The processing of the baseline and monitor surveys were done at the same time for optimal
repeatability. Table 3.1 represents the processing steps for the baseline and monitor surveys,
done by Sensor Geophysical Ltd. The processing was done to preserve amplitudes. The
repeatability is optimally established by simultaneously computing the near surface velocity
model, refraction statics, and first break arrivals. This allows for source-receiver consistency
between the baseline and monitor rather than simple surface consistency. This means that
the source and receiver are treated as different entities, even when they are located at the
same surface location.
A shaping filter is applied to convert the Klauder wavelet to a minimum phase wavelet,
prior to first break picking. This is to compensate for the vibroseis source generating dynamic
data. The Klauder wavelet used can either be taken from an auxiliary channel, from a filtered
reference sweep on an uncorrelated auxiliary channel, or from a synthetic sweep convolved
with a library instrument filter response. For this dataset, the Klauder wavelet was taken
from an auxiliary channel.
After first break arrival picking, the amplitudes of each trace need to be balanced based
on the source/receiver pair. A lot of different factors can influence the amplitude of a trace.
These factors include the strength of the shot, the response and coupling of the receivers,
the performance of the amplifier channel, the density and velocity contrasts of the reflecting
horizons, ambient noise, attenuation, spherical divergence, anisotropy, and angle of incidence.
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Table 3.1: List of Processing Steps on Turkey Shoot PP PSTM Gathers (modified from
White (2015)).
Processing Step Parameters
Reformat Record Length: 4.0 seconds
Sample Interval: 2.0 milliseconds
3D Geometry Assignment 55 ft by 55 ft 3D CDP Binning
Match Baseline to Monitor
Time-Lapse Match Monitor matched to Baseline
Spectral Equalization and Shaping Filter
Amplitude Recovery Spherical divergence correction
+4 dB/second Gain
Sinusoidal Noise Filter 60 Hz notch filter
Trace Edits and Mutes Singular-Value Decomposition filter
to remove surface generated noise
Surface Consistent Deconvolution (Spiking) Operator Length: 100 ms
Prewhitening: 0.1%
Vibroseis Deconvolution Compensation
Refraction Static Corrections (Long Wavelength) Datum: 5200 feet
Replacement Velocity: 9000 feet/second
2 layer analysis
Surface Consistent Statics 1 (Short Wavelength) Maximum Shift: 24 ms
Window: 400-2200 ms
Surface Consistent Amplitude Scaling
Velocity Update 1
T-F Adaptive Noise Suppression
Offset Consistent Gain Control
Surface Consistent Statics 2 Maximum Shift: 24 ms
Window: 400-2200 ms
Velocity Update 2
3 term Moveout Time Variant η
Common Offset Vector (COV) Binning COV Regularization
COV F-XY Deconvolution
COV Techco Pre-stack Summig Time Migration Azimuthal Compliant Kirchhoff Migration
Anisotropic
Surface Consistent
Sort and Shift to Final Datum
Sector for output CDP, Angle, Azimuth
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Trace amplitudes are estimated based on their individual source and receiver. The variance
of amplitudes can be estimated statistically from combining traces with the same source or
receiver location. For example, the traces from a weak shot may show lower amplitudes than
other shots and better geophone coupling could cause higher amplitude traces being recorded
from a specific receiver. Initially, the amplitude estimates are computed per component from
an alpha trim mean of their contributions. The final amplitude components were determined
by Gauss-Seidel iterations.
Ground roll is accounted for next with a singular-value decomposition (SVD) filter. In a
shot gather, ground roll appears as low-velocity and high-amplitude dispersive waves which
are distributed at the near offsets in a fan shape. To separate noise caused by ground roll and
seismic signal, eigenimaging filtering is used with SVD. This filter works by decomposing the
data into a set of eigenimages with associated non-negative eigenvalues, ordered in magnitude
from largest to smallest. The eigenimages associated with the largest eigenvalues are those
that are considered contaminated with large amplitude coherent noise. All of the eigenvalues
except the largest are set to zero, which allows the coherent noise to be reconstructed and
then subtracted from the original data.
Next, refraction statics were applied on a two layer case. Because more than one layer
needs to be defined, generalized linear inversion (GLI) was applied. GLI is model based and
iteratively defines a near-surface model. The iterative process first computes the refracted
arrival times from an assumed initial near-surface model. The computed traveltimes are
compared with the observed traveltimes, which are the actual first break picks. The inver-
sion is defined by minimizing the difference between the computed and observed traveltimes
by modifying the model parameters (such as velocities and thicknesses) iteratively (Yilmaz,
1987). After applying total statics from the original baseline processing, an additional com-
putation of residual statics was passed. The phase and time differences were also computed
between the baseline and the monitor survey and applied.
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In order to quality check (QC) the data, normalized root-mean-squared (NRMS) errors
were computed on the different stacked datasets. The NRMS value is the root-mean-squared
(RMS) value of the difference between the two input traces that have been normalized by
the average of their RMS values. These RMS values for the two input traces are computed
in a common time window and common frequency range. The values of NRMS are between
0 and 2. For this time-lapse study, the time window used is shallower than the reservoir
interval, which is where the non-repeatability should be preserved. The frequency range
contains the large majority of the reflection signal.
Common offset vector (COV) gathers were used as input into the pre-stack time migration
(PSTM). A COV gather contains all traces that share the same inline-offset and crossline-
offset. This is such that that a true COV gather is equal to the source-line spacing. By
using COV gathers for PSTM, the impact of irregularly spaced source and receiver lines or
missing, repeated, or skidded shots, will be reduced. These gathers also are better suited for
pre-migration noise attenuation and post-migration amplitude studies.
Common offset, common azimuth (COCA) gathers were generated and could be diag-
nostic of azimuthal anisotropy. Figure 3.1 shows an example of this gather, where the data
is sorted into offset bins and azimuth sectors. In this image, each offset has 10◦–180◦of
azimuth with 10◦sectors. This image shows that in the reservoir interval, below the top of
the Niobrara, there is sinusoidal energy in the farther offsets and larger azimuths. This is
representative of azimuthal anisotropy.
The PP PSTM gathers were observed with two different migration techniques, COV
PSTM and 5D Minimum-Weighted Norm Interpolation (MWNI) PSTM. Figure 3.2 repre-
sents these gathers showcased by the two migration techniques, COV PSTM on the left and
5D MWNI PSTM on the right. In part a) of Figure 3.2, the velocity variation with azimuth
(VVAZ) peaks at the far offsets. This is consistent with a horizontal transverse isotropy
(HTI) assumption. In part b) of Figure 3.2, the VVAZ peaks at the mid offsets and in
part c) in the near offsets. These last two cases are inconsistent with the HTI assumption.
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Figure 3.1: PP COCA gather example.
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Because these three cases are present throughout the dataset, the HTI assumption is most
likely not the best assumption to make for this field. The assumption of HTI is most likely
causing amplitude problems in the latter stages of interpretation.
The gathers were also processed by assuming reciprocity in the azimuthal angles. This
decision was made primarily to save time when processing the gathers. By assuming reci-
procity, the azimuths from 180◦–360◦are flipped and are represented the same as the azimuths
from 0◦–180◦. This dataset is fine for an initial analysis, but if more analysis wants to be
done on the varying amplitudes by azimuthal angle due to anisotropy, reciprocity should not
be assumed. The second planned monitor survey would benefit from using the full range of
azimuthal angles.
3.2 Amplitude Analysis
Before performing an inversion, the amplitudes of the baseline and monitor surveys were
analyzed. There was no need for cross equalization between the baseline and the monitor
survey by observing the amplitude spectra for the two surveys. These are shown in Figure 3.3.
The window was the reservoir interval for the Turkey Shoot dataset.
The seismic itself isn’t able to differentiate between all the layers in the Niobrara For-
mation and the Codell member of the Carlile Formation can’t be seen by itself. Whereas a
well log may be able to differentiate between these layers, the seismic does not have enough
frequency to do so. Figure 3.4 shows an example well tie for a vertical well in the Turkey
Shoot dataset. The stratigraphic column for the reservoir is shown on the right of this figure.
As shown, the seismic is only able to resolve a thickness of 50 feet minimum.
The resolution difference between the post-stack inversion and the pre-stack inversion
can be seen in Figure 3.5. The pre-stack inversion is able to divide the different intervals
of the reservoir a lot better than the post-stack inversion. The inversion results enabled
discrimination of intervals the anomalies are occurring in.
With the pre-stack inversion, there are three reservoir intervals that are now apparent:
the Niobrara B Interval, Niobrara C Interval, and Codell/Carlile Interval. The resolution
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Figure 3.2: a) PP PSTM Comparison where VVAZ peaks at the far offsets b) PP PSTM
Comparison where VVAZ peaks at the mid offsets c) PP PSTM Comparison where VVAZ
peaks at the near offsets.
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Figure 3.3: Amplitude histograms of the baseline and monitor surveys (courtesy of Tagir
Galikeev).
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Figure 3.4: Well tie in the Turkey Shoot (image by Matthew Bray).
Figure 3.5: Cross section comparison of the inversion results for the post-stack inversion and
pre-stack inversion.
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of the seismic is about 50 feet and the resolution of the pre-stack seismic inversion is about
35 feet. Therefore, the inversion is unable to differentiate between the chalks and marls.
So, included in the Niobrara B interval is the B Chalk and the B Marl, in the Niobrara C
interval is the C Chalk and C Marl, and the Codell/Carlilie interval includes the Codell,
Carlile, and likely part of the Ft. Hays Limestone.
3.3 Azimuthal Amplitude Analysis
Because the processing assumed reciprocity, the gathers include azimuthal sectors ranging
from 0◦to 180◦. Sectors containing 30◦each were created, 0◦–30◦, 30◦–60◦, 60◦–90◦, 90◦–
120◦, 120◦–150◦, and 150◦–180◦. Sector 90◦–120◦represents the maximum horizontal stress
direction and sector 0◦–30◦represents the minimum horizontal stress direction. Dudley (2015)
determined the maximum horizontal stress direction to be N60◦W (300◦) for the 6N well
and N80◦W (280◦) for the 2N well from the horizontal borehole image interpretation. These
directions were verified by the linear microseismic features (Dudley, 2015). Both of these
stress directions fit into the sector for the maximum horizontal stress direction. The minimum
horizontal stress direction sector is orthogonal to the maximum horizontal stress direction
sector.
The sectors in the minimum and maximum horizontal stress directions were the main
interest for this study. Amplitude difference volumes were calculated for the time-lapse
components. That is, the baseline seismic amplitudes were subtracted from the monitor
seismic amplitudes to visualize the changes in the amplitudes before and after the completion
of the 11 horizontal wells.
The amplitude time-lapse anomalies in the sector in the maximum horizontal stress direc-
tion (90◦–120◦) and the sector in the minimum horizontal stress direction (0◦–30◦) differed
from each other. The time-lapse anomalies for these two sectors for the reservoir interval
are shown in Figure 3.6. Figure 3.6 shows the base map for a time structure window of the
reservoir intervals (the top of the Niobrara to the base of the Carlile). These images also
have the incoherence attribute displayed in the background, representing the major faults
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present in the section.
Figure 3.6: Time-lapse anomalies provided by subtracting the baseline amplitudes from the
monitor amplitudes in the maximum horizontal stress direction sector (90◦–120◦) on the left
and minimum horizontal stress direction sector (0◦–30◦) on the right.
As shown in Figure 3.6, the time-lapse anomalies differ from each other, but have similar
characteristics. Both of them show higher changes (represented by the black coloring) in the
western portion of the Wishbone section, particularly in between the two graben structures.
The larger amplitude changes occur in the minimum horizontal stress sector. This is most
likely due to the minimum stress orientation of the northeast-southwest graben feature, about
30◦. A fault in the southwest corner of the Wishbone section is also about 30◦in orientation
and has a higher amplitude difference around it. This is likely due to these faults acting
as barriers to fracture and fluid propagation. Microseismic events in stages around these
northeast/southwest faults stop at the fault. An example is shown in Figure 3.7. This figure
shows that the microseismic events stop at the fault and then propagate deeper along the
fault as time progresses. The character of the treatment plots also changes as the stage
changes (RCP, 2015). The amount of fluid injected in these stages will be discussed further
in chapter 4, however, the most frac fluid injected was left in the formation in well 11N.
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The magnitude of leftover frac fluid and the movement of this fluid along the faults would
also contribute to the amplitude differences seen in the minimum horizontal stress sector.
Also, fractures would open in the minimum horizontal stress direction, so there may be fluid
remaining in the open fractures, causing the amplitude difference.
Figure 3.7: Microseismic events stopping at the northeast/southwest fault in 11N. The mi-
croseismic events fall deeper into the fault rather than propagating across the fault. The
pressure character also changes (RCP, 2015).
The maximum horizontal stress sector will be more representative of the fracture charac-
ter caused by hydraulic fracturing. This can be tested by observing the microseismic trends
on the maximum horizontal stress sector. When the azimuthal amplitude anomalies are
compared with the microseismic trends, the larger changes in amplitude correlate with the
linear propagation of microseismic events. An example is shown in Figure 3.8. The linear
propagations of microseismic events in the north end of the well correlate with the larger
amplitude time-lapse differences whereas the more clustered microseismic events in the south
part of the well correlate with the smaller changes in amplitude. Another example of this
correlation is shown in Figure 3.9. This example shows how the smaller amplitude anomalies
bound the microseismic events in the south side of the well.
The significance of the changes in the time-lapse anomalies corresponding to the micro-
seismic trends may be due to the pressure changes from completions. Seismic amplitudes are
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Figure 3.8: Maximum horizontal stress direction azimuthal sector (90◦–120◦) time-lapse
anomalies in the reservoir interval overlayed by the microseismic for well 5C.
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Figure 3.9: Maximum horizontal stress direction azimuthal sector (90◦–120◦) time-lapse
anomalies in the reservoir interval overlayed by the microseismic for well 11N.
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a representation of reflection coefficients between two layers. A pressure change will influence
a change in the velocity of a wave propagating through it. Equation 3.1 is a solution of the
wave equation representing that the larger the impedance value (Z), the smaller the change





By using this simplified relationship, when a wave passes through an interface of larger
impedance to a layer of smaller impedance (a decrease in impedance), the value of the
velocity in that layer is the incremental change in pressure divided by the value of the
impedance in that layer. The change in impedance causes a discontinuity in the particle
velocity, which is different from the interval velocity. In this case, the particle velocity is
greater below the interface. Because the material on the lower layer has a lower impedance,
it is more easily changed due to the change in pressure. The change in pressure causes an
increase in the particle velocity. This high velocity produces a velocity discontinuity, which
produces a reflected sound wave (Hill, 2009). If the change in the the pressure was greater,
there would be a larger velocity discontinuity and therefore a larger amplitude change.
Applying this to the observed amplitude changes shown in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9,
the larger changes in amplitude (black color) are due to larger changes in pressure. These
pressure changes could be due to the fluid and proppant propagating into these parts of the
reservoir and possibly the fracking fluid remaining in the formation after completions. These
theories will be discussed further in chapter 4.
3.4 Pre-Stack Inversion Methodology
A pre-stack inversion was done on the PP dataset, following previous work of a post-
stack PP inversion. The inversion is a model-based inversion done in Hampson-Russell. The
direct outputs of this inversion is an acoustic impedance (AI) volume, shear impedance (SI)
volume, and a density volume. The acoustic impedance is the p-wave velocity multiplied by
the density and the shear impedance is the s-wave velocity multiplied by the density. This
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inversion algorithm uses a low-frequency model as input into the inversion. The algorithm
for this pre-stack inversion assumes:
• The linearized approximation for reflectivity holds
• PP and PS reflectivity as a function of angle can be given by the Aki-Richards equations
• There is a linear relationship between the logarithm of P-impedance and both S-
impedance and density (Hampson et al., 2005)
Inversion minimizes a function of this given form iteratively using the conjugate gradient
method:
J = weight1(T −W ∗ r) + weight2(M −H ∗ r) (3.2)
In equation 3.2, T is the seismic trace, W is the wavelet, r is the reflectivity, M is the
prior low frequency model, and H is the integration operator which convolves with the final
reflectivity to produce the final impedance. The vertical wells in the Turkey Shoot dataset
have synthetic sonic logs that were calculated with a neural network, using the gamma ray,
resistivity, neutron porosity, and density logs of existing vertical wells in the area. This
process is detailed in work done by Pitcher (2015). There is one vertical well with sonic just
outside the Turkey Shoot dataset that was used for this calculation. At this point, there are
12 vertical wells with synthetic sonic logs.
The first step in the inversion workflow is to tie the wells to the seismic to determine the
phase of the seismic dataset (Figure 3.4). An extensive analysis at the phase determination
and wavelets used was done for this inversion and is detailed below. A statistical wavelet
was extracted for the initial well tie. To determine what statistical wavelet to use, three
wavelets were extracted from the gathers, angle stack, and highest fold area of the angle
stack. All wavelets were extracted from the inversion time interval. These three wavelets
were consistent with each other so the statistical wavelet extracted from the gathers was
used. The wells were then tied initially to the seismic using this statistical wavelet to a
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full angle stack of the conditioned gathers. The gathers were conditioned by White (2015).
Each well was tied using varying time ranges based on where the inversion interval was for
each well, keeping it consistent with the time interval that the wavelet was extracted over.
The phases according to the well ties were recorded and then wells in which the phases were
not consistent were thrown out. Other considerations for which wells were kept were their
location in association with the graben and fault structures, the seismic fold of the location
of the trace of the well, and the correlation coefficient for the well tie.
The next step was to extract a wavelet at each well location and compare the phase
from the extracted wavelet to the phase determined from the well tie. If these two phase
determinations were not consistent, those wells were given a second look and possibly retied.
In the end, 7 wells had phases that were consistent with the two methods of determining
phase as well as consistent phases with the other wells. The wavelets extracted from each
well location were then averaged together and used for the second round of well ties. The
phase of the dataset was determined to be -38 degrees. The second well tie used the -38
degree phase wavelet and the full angle stack of the conditioned gathers. Every well was
retied, including the ones that were thrown out due to previous reasons. If the new well ties
needed a large amount of additional phase to match the seismic, they were noted. In the
end, the correlation coefficients for the final well ties were all greater than 71%, without any
additional phase application.
The last step in the wavelet analysis was to create angle dependent wavelets with -
38◦of phase applied and retie each well. Because the inversion is pre-stack, angle dependent
wavelets will help the inversion parameterization if there is an Amplitude Versus Offset
(AVO) effect occurring. If there is an AVO effect, the amplitudes of the gathers will change
depending on the offset/incidence angle. From the analysis in previous sections, anisotropy
is already a leading cause of complications in this dataset, so using a set of angle dependent
wavelets would likely give a better pre-stack inversion result. The wells were retied for a third
time with a set of 5 angle dependent wavelets that ranged from 1◦–11◦, 11◦–20◦, 20◦–30◦,
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30◦–39◦, and 39◦–49◦, shown in Figure 3.10. Every well’s correlation was the about same if
not improved after the third well tie. This set of angle dependent wavelets was used for the
inversion.
Figure 3.10: The group of angle dependent wavelets used for inversion. 5 wavelets with angle
ranges of 1◦–11◦, 11◦–20◦, 20◦–30◦, 30◦–39◦, and 39◦–49◦.
Next, the analysis was done on the monitor survey. Due to restrictions in the software
package, the only cross equalization applied to the monitor dataset was a global phase and
time shift. The time shift applied was -1.139328 ms and the phase shift was -16.204027◦.
The same wavelet and phase analysis was done on the cross equalized monitor survey. All
well tie correlations were greater than 71%.
The low-frequency model consists of information from the well logs from selected wells
and the time structure horizons. The horizons interpolate the low-frequency information
throughout the survey area. The amount of low frequency, well interpolation method, num-
ber of wells, well extrapolation method, number of horizons, and horizon interpolation can be
altered. In this inversion, the migration velocity field was used to aid the well extrapolation
and the wells were filtered with a high cut of 6–14 Hz.
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There were 10 wells used in the low frequency model and 10 wells used in the inversion
parameterization.
The inversion parameterization was done iteratively. There were many different pa-
rameters to refine, including the number of wells, which wells to include, the amount of
low-frequency in the low-frequency model, the regression coefficients, the background vs
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ra-
tio, the covariance values, prewhitening percentage, number of iterations, and the scalar. All
of these parameters were tested and QC’d according to the match of the calculated AI well
log, SI well log, and density well log to the inversion AI, SI, and density volume traces. It
should be noted that the density result is not trusted due to the lack of incidence angle in
the reservoir interval and therefore was not updated upon every iteration of the inversion.
After the completion of the inversion, some QC steps were taken in order to evaluate the
validity of the results. One such QC method is to cross plot the well log against the trace
from the seismic volume corresponding to the well CDP location. Figure 3.11, Figure 3.12,
and Figure 3.13 show the cross plots for P-impedance, S-impedance, and density respectively.
The left cross plot is the entire well log and the right cross plot is the reservoir interval only.
Wells included in this cross plot are the 10 wells used in the inversion as well as 2 blind
wells (wells not included in any of the inversion parameterization). The regression curve and
equation is displayed with the correlation coefficient. The correlation coefficient for the P-
impedance and S-impedance plots are all greater than 85%, with improvements being made
when the cross plot is limited to the reservoir interval only. This is expected due to the
inversion and well ties being parameterized ideally for the reservoir interval and the bulk of
the well logs covering down to the reservoir. However, the density cross plots are not as well
correlated as the impedance cross plots. This is due to the incidence angle in the reservoir
interval only extending to about 35◦.
Because the density volume output from the inversion is not reliable, any elastic properties
calculated using the density volume are not analyzed. This is because the error from the
density volume will propagate and therefore render the resulting properties unreliable as
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Figure 3.11: Cross plot of the P-impedance well logs versus the P-impedance inversion
volume traces corresponding to the CDP locations of the wells. The left cross plot is the
entire well log and the right cross plot is the reservoir interval only.
Figure 3.12: Cross plot of the S-impedance well logs versus the S-impedance inversion volume
traces corresponding to the CDP locations of the wells. The left cross plot is the entire well
log and the right cross plot is the reservoir interval only.
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Figure 3.13: Cross plot of the density well logs versus the density inversion volume traces
corresponding to the CDP locations of the wells. The left cross plot is the entire well log
and the right cross plot is the reservoir interval only.
well.
3.5 Pre-Stack Inversion Results
Separate inversions were done on the baseline and monitor surveys. The pre-stack inver-
sion was able to identify separate intervals in the reservoir, improving the resolution of the
results of the post-stack inversion in White (2015). The difference of the inversion volumes
represents the changes that occurred due to the completion of the wells. The difference of
the inversion volumes were taken, and then a percent difference was calculated. For example,





Prior to using the P-Impedance maps for interpretation of the anomalies, the noise thresh-
old was determined. This was done by analysis of the anomalies in the overburden interval,
a section of the seismic that should not have time-lapse change due to the completions.
Figure 3.14 shows a basemap of the percent difference in P-impedance for a window in the
Lower Pierre. The changes occurring within the overburden are limited to -0.25% – 0.25%.
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Figure 3.14: Percent difference in P-impedance in a window in the overburden, representing
the noise threshold for the time-lapse anomalies.
Base map views of the percent differences were calculated for each interval. Figure 3.15,
Figure 3.16, Figure 3.17, and Figure 3.18 show the base map view of the percent differ-
ence of P-impedance in the full reservoir, B interval, C interval, and Codell/Carlile interval
respectively.
The full reservoir interval basemap was calculated using the RMS average and therefore
is representing the absolute change in P-impedance, while the intervals show positive and
negative changes. All intervals show a larger change on the western side of the survey. The
B interval and Codell/Carlile interval also show a larger positive change on the western
side. The C interval, however, shows a larger negative change on the western side. The
largest changes are well above the noise threshold. These results provide a cyclic change of
P-impedance changes in the different reservoir intervals. These changes will be discussed in
detail in chapter 4.
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Figure 3.15: Percent difference of P-Impedance in the full reservoir interval. The faults are
shown by the incoherence attribute in black in the background and the horizontal wells are
also displayed.
Figure 3.16: Percent difference of P-Impedance in the B interval. The faults are shown
by the incoherence attribute in black in the background and the horizontal wells are also
displayed.
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Figure 3.17: Percent difference of P-Impedance in the C reservoir interval. The faults are
shown by the incoherence attribute in black in the background and the horizontal wells are
also displayed.
Figure 3.18: Percent difference of P-Impedance in the Codell/Carlile reservoir interval. The
faults are shown by the incoherence attribute in black in the background and the horizontal




Many factors could have influenced the time-lapse anomaly in the Wishbone section.
For example, there are more horizontal wells in the west, the wells are more closely spaced,
wells 7N, 8C, and 9N form a zipper frac causing a lot of fluid injected in a small time
frame, the monitor seismic survey was still being acquired when the western most wells not
being flowed back, to name a few. This chapter will address the theories for the time-lapse
anomaly by observing and integrating the completion and production information, pressures,
microseismic trends, and FMI log interpretations.
The horizontal borehore imagery done in wells 6N and 2N, was utilized by Dudley (2015).
Dudley (2015) performed a cluster analysis of the two horiztonal boreholes, examined the
image logs, and delineated the microseismic. It was found that the azimuth of the maximum
horizontal stress derived from the horizontal borehole imagery correlates well with the mi-
croseismic linear trends for these two wells. It was also found that linear microseismic trends
indicate a lack of natural fractures while clustered events indicate an abundance of natural
fractures (Dudley, 2015). This work highlights the importance of the relationship between
natural fractures and hydraulic fractures when optimizing completions.
4.1 Completion & Production Information
The 720-day cumulative production per well for gas, oil, and water is shown in Figure 4.1.
This plot shows that the western most wells have the highest 720-day cumulative gas pro-
duction and the eastern most wells have the highest 720-day cumulative oil production.
The amount of fluid injected during completions would also influence the pressure changes.
The amount of injected frac fluid against the amount of water produced shows an interesting
relationship. These values per well are shown in Figure 4.2. In this figure, the western most
well (11N) shows the greatest amount of remaining frac fluid in the formations.
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Figure 4.1: 720-day cumulative production per well for gas, oil, and water.
Figure 4.2: Total frac fluid per well versus the amount of water produced for a 720-day
cumulative production.
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Figure 4.3: Amount of fluid injected per lateral foot per well.
Figure 4.3 shows the amount of fluid injected per lateral foot for each well. So, not
only did well 11N have the most fluid injected total, it also had the highest volume of fluid
injected into the smallest amount of lateral space, indicating more remnant pressure after
completions.
4.2 Net Pressures and Seismic Time-Lapse Anomalies
As stated earlier, the net pressure trends were observed, rather than the fracture prop-
agation interpretation based on Nolte and Smith (Nolte and Smith, 1981). P-wave seismic
detects pressure changes rather than fractures, so the purpose of using net pressure trends
is to see if pressure changes are associated with changes in P-impedance. This association
indicates the presence of pressure compartmentalization within the Wishbone section. The
results of which are described below.
The net pressure trends were compared with the time-lapse seismic results. Base map
views of the percent differences were calculated for each interval and the character of the
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treatment plots were plot per stage. Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6, and Figure 4.7 show
the base map view of the percent difference of P-impedance in the full reservoir interval,
Niobrara B interval, Niobrara C interval, and Codell/Carlile interval respectively. The maps
also include the net pressure trends. Lighter colors are the lower characteristic and darker
colors are the higher characteristic.
Figure 4.4: Percent difference of P-Impedance in the full reservoir interval. The faults are
shown by the incoherence attribute in black in the background and the horizontal wells are
also displayed. The stages are marked by circles and are colored by the net pressure trend.
Black circles indicate a positive change, white a negative change, and grey is no change.
From Figure 4.4, the base map for the whole reservoir interval, it is difficult to tell if
there are any correlations with the P-impedance time-lapse anomalies. Because the stages
are occurring in many different formations, this map doesn’t account for the heterogeneity.
However, when the maps and stages are divided by the formation interval that they occur in,
the correlation becomes apparent. When looking at Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6, and Figure 4.7 in
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Figure 4.5: Percent difference of P-Impedance in the B interval. The faults are shown by the
incoherence attribute in black in the background and the horizontal wells are also displayed.
The stages are marked by circles and are colored by the net pressure trend. Black circles
indicate a positive change, white a negative change, and grey is no change.
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Figure 4.6: Percent difference of P-Impedance in the C reservoir interval. The faults are
shown by the incoherence attribute in black in the background and the horizontal wells are
also displayed. The stages are marked by circles and are colored by the net pressure trend.
Black circles indicate a positive change, white a negative change, and grey is no change.
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Figure 4.7: Percent difference of P-Impedance in the Codell/Carlile reservoir interval. The
faults are shown by the incoherence attribute in black in the background and the horizontal
wells are also displayed. The stages are marked by circles and are colored by the net pressure
trend. Black circles indicate a positive change, white a negative change, and grey is no
change.
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conjunction, the stages with the positive net pressure, or the black circles, occur most often in
the red time-lapse anomalies. On the other hand, the stages with the negative net pressure,
or the white circles, occur most often in the purple time-lapse anomalies. As mentioned
before, a positive trend in net pressure physically could represent the pressure building up
around the wellbore, which may be indicative of the fractures not propagating away from the
wellbore. On the other hand, a negative trend in net pressure could represent the ability of
the fractures to propagate away from the wellbore. In terms of the P-impedance anomalies,
the increases in P-impedance correlate with the positive net pressure trends, indicating that
the build up in pressure is causing the reservoir to increase in velocity/impedance. The
decreases in P-impedance correlate with the negative net pressure trends, indicating that
the extent of the fracture propagations are opening up the reservoir, therefore decreasing the
velocity/impedance.
The cyclicity of the changes indicate changes in the geomechanical properties in the
rock. The Niobrara is already a cyclic formation with alternating chalks and marls. Even
though the formation is heterogeneous, the changes picked up by the seismic resolution can
influence the cyclicity of the events. The rock’s geomechanical properties control the stresses
and therefore influence the strength of the seismic amplitude. The seismic amplitudes will
then influence the inversion results. Where the signature does not line up with the time-lapse
anomalies, it may be due to the presence of the larger faults or graben systems or changes
in completion parameters.
The ±3% change in time-lapse P-impedance anomalies is concluded to be due to a change
in pore pressure. White (2015) indicated with fluid substitution modeling that a 3300 psi
increase in pore pressure resulted in a 9% change in P-impedance. A 3% change would
therefore be about 1100 psi. This is a reasonable amount of pressure change, since the net
pressure plots from completion reports show changes of pressure up to 3000 psi, indicative
of a hydraulically fractured reservoir.
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4.3 Fracture Propagation and Stresses
Fractures will follow the maximum horizontal stress direction unless there are wide open
fractures or there is a low in-situ stress anisotropy. That is, the minimum and maximum
horizontal stresses are similar in value. In the case discussed in section 2.3, the maximum
and minimum horizontal stresses are similar in value, indicating a more complex natural
fracture network.
Figure 4.8: Microseismic events colored by stage. The arrows represent the minimum and
maximum horizontal stress directions (RCP, 2015).
Figure 4.8 shows the trends for all the microseismic events. Studies by Tom Bratton show
that the faults in the range of the maximum horizontal stress orientation (indicated in this
figure by SH) are more unstable than the faults in the minimum horizontal stress orientation
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(indicated by Sh) (RCP, 2015). Faults in the maximum horizontal stress orientation act
as conduits and faults in the minimum horizontal stress orientation act as barriers. This
characterization was discussed briefly in section 3.3 and was shown by the microseismic
events in Figure 3.7. Now, it should be noted that the frac fluid injected in the stages on
the western-most wells was higher than the other wells (Figure 4.3) and that the greatest
amount of frac fluid was left behind in well 11N (Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.9 shows the microseismic events and FMI fracture picks for wells 2N and 6N. The
background of this basemap is the time-lapse amplitude difference of the maximum horizontal
stress direction sector (90◦–120◦). The majority of the natural fracture orientations are in the
range of 60◦–90◦, not parallel nor normal to the maximum horizontal stress direction. These
natural fractures coincide with the clustered microseismic events and the smaller changes in
amplitudes between the baseline and the monitor survey. These measurements have very
different scales, however, some conclusions can be made about this figure:
• Where there are linear microseismic events, the natural fracture network was not as
prominent and the in-situ horizontal stresses have a higher anisotropy. The hydraulic
fractures created during completions allow the fluid to have a more singular path,
causing greater amplitude differences.
• Where there are clustered microseismic events, the natural fracture network is more
prominent and the in-situ horizontal stresses are similar in value. This natural fracture
network allows for the injected fluid during completions to reach a wider area, causing
only minor amplitude differences.
Where Figure 4.9 shows the area stimulated by hydraulic fracturing, Figure 4.10 shows
the naturally fractured stimulated area. This figure is the amplitude difference of the 60◦–
90◦azimuth sector. The majority of the natural fractures picked from the FMI logs show
an orientation range of 60◦–90◦. The natural fracture stimulated volume doesn’t correlate
as well with the microseismic due to the complexity of fracture network. However, many
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Figure 4.9: Microseismic events and FMI log picks for wells 2N and 6N on the amplitude
difference of the maximum horizontal stress direction sector (90◦–120◦).
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of the faults shown in the incoherency attribute are showing larger changes in amplitude,
meaning greater reservoir stimulation from the natural fractures. The amplitude differences
in the case of accessing the natural fracture network will likely be less pronounced, due to
the dispersive effect of natural fractures. In the areas of high density of natural fractures,
the in-situ stresses have lower anisotropy. Also, the drilling of the wellbore may cause the
natural fractures to close as well.
One would expect that there would be more natural fractures around the major faults.
Grechishnikova (2015) found that there are four fracture trends in a Niobrara outcrop study
about 20 miles away from the seismic survey. These four fracture sets have average dip
azimuths of 165◦, 79◦, 66◦, and 126◦. The 60◦–90◦azimuth sector would include two of these
fracture sets, which is the azimuth of the majority of the fractures picked by the FMI logs
in the Wishbone section. The first three sets, including the two within 60◦and 90◦showed
tighter spacing next to the fault zone in the outcrop (Grechishnikova, 2015).
The two stimulated volumes show smaller amplitude differences between wells 1N and 5C,
where it would appear that neither hydraulic fracturing nor accessing the natural fracture
network was beneficial. Part of this anomaly may be the result of the wellbore deviation.
When compared with Figure 2.1, the wells in the east change lithology per stage more often
than the wells in the west. Where the maps both show a greater amount of change, it is
likely that these are areas of better stimulated reservoir volume. Connectivity of the larger
difference anomalies would represent areas that wouldn’t need closer well spacing. It is
difficult to determine exact stimulated areas, however, using the seismic amplitude azimuth
sectors is great step in the analysis. Since the pre-stack seismic was used, the amplitude
differences can be divided for different reservoir intervals. This may provide better insight
to which reservoir intervals were producing in the wellbore and which fractures aided the
production.
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Figure 4.10: Microseismic events and FMI log picks for wells 2N and 6N on the amplitude




In order to understand unconventional petroleum reservoirs, integration across disciplines
is necessary. Integrating multiple data sources such as seismic, completion information,
horizontal borehore imagery, microseismic, tracers, and production is very important.
Understanding the natural fracture network during hydraulic fracturing will lead to a
better understanding of fluid treating pressures and hydraulic fracture geometry, which will
result in better estimations of production. Using the pre-stack amplitude differences can
help understand where the hydraulic fractures are stimulating the reservoir and where the
natural fracture network is being accessed. When looking at the amplitude difference in
the maximum horizontal stress direction sector, the hydraulic fractures propagate out where
the amplitudes changes the most. When looking at the amplitude difference in the paleo
maximum horizontal stress direction, the natural fractures are likely being accessed where
the amplitudes are changing the most. The microseismic trends and FMI log interpretations
correlate to the trends. However, the P-wave data was processed assuming reciprocity in
the azimuth angles, folding over the 0◦–360◦to 0◦–180◦. Currently, the second monitor is in
processing, and since the three surveys will be reprocessed together for consistency, I would
recommend that reciprocity should not be assumed. Inversions on the individual azimuthal
sectors would provide insight into the layer properties rather than the amplitude analysis
only looking into the boundary properties.
In Rich and Ammerman (2010), microseismic events propagated more linearly and farther
out from the wellbore when the natural fracture network was in the same direction as the
maximum horizontal stress direction. The natural fracture network direction was determined
by the azimuth of the fast interval velocity. Another stage in the same wellbore had more
spread out microseismic events and more likely that the natural fractures were normal to
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the maximum horizontal stress direction. The completion treatment plots for these stages
showed a difference in signature, where the stages that had the fast interval velocity parallel
to the maximum horizontal stress direction had small breakdown pressures and the stages
with the two directions normal to each other had much larger breakdown pressures. The
first case had a simple hydraulically induced fracture fairway and the latter case had a more
complex fracture network due to the lack of pre-existing fractures (Rich and Ammerman,
2010). Identifying the breakdown pressure from the treatment plots in this field would be
beneficial to understand if areas are better fractured than others.
The net pressure trend proved significant when looking into the P-impedance changes
within the different intervals of the reservoir. The negative net pressure trends correlate
with the decreases in P-impedance in the C Interval and the positive net pressure trends
correlate to the increases in P-impedance in the B Interval and in the Codell/Carlile interval.
The C Interval is more naturally fractured than the other intervals, causing the fractures to
likely propagate further and the B Interval and Codell/Carlile intervals are not as influenced
by natural fractures. A more comprehensive study of the net pressures would probably be
more beneficial for fracture propagation analysis. This study has been initiated by Grazulis
(2016).
The time-lapse anomaly on the western side of the survey could be a result of a number
of things. The well spacing is closer on the western side of the survey. The completion
techniques change in the west; there is a plug and perf well (the rest of them are sliding
sleeve), and wells 7N, 8C, and 9N are completed in a zipper frac. The monitor survey was
acquired shortly after the western most wells were completed, possibly allowing for remnant
pressure in the west. There was also more injected fluid in the western most well, 11N, per
lateral foot. With all of the changing variables, modeling could be very beneficial. Modeling
would allow the variables to be controlled and the source of the time-lapse anomaly to be
explained.
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At the time of this study, the oil price is hovering around $30 per barrel. In a way, the
low price allows for more research to be done. We are able to take a step back and look at
the data that are available. The P-wave seismic data can be extremely useful to understand
a field. This study includes a time-lapse survey and I acknowledge that not everyone has
time-lapse seismic acquired. However, if time-lapse studies can be perfected and understood,
the possibilities are huge. There are many areas where an initial P-wave survey has already
been acquired. The second survey will provide a lot of insight into the field, once time-lapse
studies are understood. The research in this thesis adds to the continuing understanding of
time-lapse studies. However, with the oil price as it is, the P-wave seismic that has already
been acquired and processed could still be of great benefit. The azimuthal sectors of the
gathers allows for better understanding of the natural fracture network and the in-situ stress
state.
The RCP Wattenberg project is moving into the next phase of research with the acquisi-
tion of a second monitor survey. This second monitor will show the time-lapse changes after
a couple years of production in the field. This allows for many new research possibilities.
There is still much to be understood in the Wattenberg Field and RCP in collaboration with
APC will continue to search for and hopefully find the answers.
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